Current Generation 3D Metal Printing Systems
Quality Part Issues Linked to Laser Processing

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problems
Process Reliability
Inconsistent Quality
Size Limitations
Metal Printing Speeds
“Despite the outstanding promises of Metal
AM technologies, inconsistent quality,
process reliability and speed are currently
holding back industry growth and impacting
on the cost-effectiveness of new
applications”

“Voids and incomplete melting of powder have
significant negative effects on mechanical
properties Residual stress, non-equilibrium and
high surface roughness degrade part
performance”
(Source: Lawrence Livermore National Labs)

(Source: Metal AM 2016 Spring Edition)

“An important component of the metal AM process
is the absorption of the laser light by the powder
material and the spatial distribution of the
absorbed energy. The absorption depends on the
distribution of particle sizes, the spatial
distribution of the particles and the laser beam size
& profile.”

“The transition of this technology from
production of prototypes to production of critical
parts is hindered by a lack of confidence in the
quality of the part.”
(Source: Lawrence Livermore National Labs)

(Source: Lawrence Livermore National Labs)

“In terms of quality, AM for critical
metal components still exhibit
variability between runs, between
machines and over time.”

“It is well known that the scan strategy used today
has a strong effect on porosity and void
generation.”

(Source: Sigma Labs)

“Metals produced using AM have structure, properties, and performance
issues that differ from their cast and wrought counterparts. These
include: density, residual stresses, mechanical behavior, nonequilibrium, microstructure & crystallographic texture.”
(Source: Lawrence Livermore National Labs)

Current Generation Systems-The Problem
MRL5 instead of MRL10
Experienced Metal Printing Companies Average MRL5

Building the Case for an Unstable System Process
•The laser does not present a predictable, uniform illumination across the powder bed
The Galvo scan head creates an infinite number of reflectivity and beam spot size issues
•Laser parameters are unable to address the inherent properties of the metal
•The metal print part specification is not considered in the design of the system
•The metal powder specification does not address oxide content or range of sphere sizes

There is no methodology that will stabilize the wide unit-to-unit variations of
today’s metal printed part to within normal distribution control limits.
“Manufacturing Readiness Level (MRL) is a 10 step measurement system developed by the United
States Department of Defense (DoD) to assess the maturity of manufacturing readiness”
(Source: Wikipedia)

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Unstable System Process
Metal printed parts data exhibit unit-to-unit variations that do not behave
consistently over time or within normal distribution control limits
with both common and special cause outcomes

On the powder bed battlefield, there is too wide a range of temperatures
creating random conditions on any given build layer ranging from
Un-melted powder metal to hot-spots of residual stress.

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Unstable System Process
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory states, “Defects are born at the single powder
layer and may seed more defects in subsequent layers.”

The laser creates an indentation which forms a
pore upon collapse trapping powder particles.

Side pores are generated by denudation and
strong lateral melt..

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Non-Uniform Laser Illumination Across the Powder Bed
Current generation systems use a laser designed for the rapid cutting of metal that both
over-heats and under-heats the target zone. The energy density profile is Gaussian
shaped subjecting the powder bed to a
non-uniform laser illumination.

There is no algorithm that will correct the non-uniform
illumination of a Gaussian profile laser.

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Infinite Changes In Reflectivity and Beam Spot Elongation
The Galvo scan head may be the largest contribution to unpredictable unit-to-unit variations.
Each degree of deviation from orthogonal towards the edges of the power bed results in
incalculable changes in energy reflectivity. Likewise, the desirable small circular beam spot
stretches into an ellipse further changing the energy distribution profile.

There is no model that can predict or correct the infinite combinations of
energy reflectivity and continuous changes in beam spot size.

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Laser Parameters Unable To Target Key Metal Powder Properties
With a wide range of temperatures presented to the powder bed, there is no laser
processing parameters that can remotely come close to tracing each metal’s unique rate of
thermal expansion/contraction footprint or controlling the metal as it
enters its transition state.
If these laser processing parameters existed today, your metal printed part would not have
quality issues ranging from unmelted powder to hot-spots of residual stress.

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Metal Powder Specification Does Not Address Oxidation or Recognize
Large Variations in Diameter Sizes Process Differently
Given the same volume, smaller diameter spheres contain more
oxide content vs larger spheres

Under the same conditions, smaller diameter spheres process at
different rates compared to larger diameter spheres

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problems
Unstable System Process

Fiber Laser + Scan Head/Beam Spot Elongation + Laser Settings + Sphere Sizes
Creates the conditions for both common and special case outcomes
ranging from unmelted powder to hot-spots of residual stress.

Current Metal Printing Systems-The Problem
Application Sizes Limited to 250mm x 250mm
A 330mm lens is used to bend the laser beam outward to achieve a 250mm x
250mm build plate. To address larger applications, pairs of Fiber lasers are
required to expand the footprint to 500mm x 500mm.
It is not possible to address larger metal printing applications with a fixed position laser

Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains forward-looking statements. All statements in this presentation,
other than statements of historical facts, which address activities, events or developments
that we expect or anticipate will or may occur in the future, including such things as future
capital expenditures, growth, product development, sales, business strategy and other
similar matters are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are
based largely on our current expectations and assumptions and are subject to a number
of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond our control. Actual results could
differ materially from the forward- looking statements set forth herein as a result of a
number of factors, including, but not limited to, our products’ current state of development,
the need for additional financing, competition in various aspects of its business and other
risks described in this report and in our other reports on file with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. In light of these risks and uncertainties, all of the forward-looking
statements made herein are qualified by these cautionary statements and there can be no
assurance that the actual results or developments anticipated by us will be realized. We
undertake no obligation to update or revise any of the forward-looking statements
contained in this presentation.

